Thompson sampling, a Bayesian method for balancing exploration and exploitation in bandit problems, has theoretical guarantees and exhibits strong empirical performance in many domains. Traditional Thompson sampling, however, assumes perfect compliance, where an agent's chosen action is treated as the implemented action. This article introduces a stochastic noncompliance model that relaxes this assumption. We prove that any noncompliance in a 2-armed Bernoulli bandit increases existing regret bounds. With our noncompliance model, we derive Thompson sampling variants that explicitly handle both observed and latent noncompliance. With extensive empirical analysis, we demonstrate that our algorithms either match or outperform traditional Thompson sampling in both compliant and noncompliant environments.
Introduction
Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) (Sutton and Barto, 1998) problems are a class of sequential decision-making problems where an agent seeks to maximize rewards by acting in an unknown stationary environment. The MAB problem is often caricaturized using a set of slot machines with unknown payout distributions. The agent must decide which arm to pull in order to maximize earnings. Because the machines' reward distributions are initially unknown, the bandit must select actions that balance exploration (learning the reward distributions) with exploitation (playing the machine with highest expected reward). Contextual bandits (CB) (Li et al., 2010a ) are a slightly modified MAB problem where the reward distributions are conditioned on an observation which is revealed to the agent prior to the selection of an action. The agent's optimal action is no longer a fixed constant but rather a function of the observed context.
Thompson sampling (TS) (Thompson, 1933 ) is a leading framework for implementing multi-armed bandits and contextual bandits due to its strong empirical performance across many real-world applications such as display advertising (Chapelle and Li, 2011) and content recommendation (Li et al., 2010b) . Furthermore, TS has theoretical and optimality properties (notably, regret bounds) in the non-contextual and contextual setting Goyal, 2012, 2013b,a; Korda et al., 2013; Roy, 2014, 2016) . However, many TS strategies assume perfect compliance, which in many scenarios, can be fallacious and undermine learning the causal action-reward relationship. In display advertising, a bandit may select an add only to have a downstream system suppress its selection. In clinical trials, bandits can optimize health outcomes over a discrete treatment space, for example {placebo, drug A, drug B}. When therapies are administered by a medical professional, an attending physician may overrule the bandit in the event of a misdiagnosis or the onset of life threatening complications (i.e. an allergic reaction). When patients are responsible for administering their own treatments, noncompliance can be severe considering that patients' adherence to long-term therapies for chronic illness has been observed at 50% in developed countries (Sabaté, 2000) . Furthermore, noncompliance can be confounded by context (age, sex, socioeconomic status, etc.) and the willingness to comply (patients may be more averse to complying with the more aggressive treatments). Unobserved confounders and noncompliance has appeared in existing bandit literature (Bareinboim et al., 2015; Penna et al., 2016; Kallus, 2018) . Section §2.2 further discusses these methods and situates them relative to our proposed approach. Thompson sampling, which is Bayesian in nature, often employs convenient Conjugate-Exponential Family (CEF) distributions that result in closed-form posteriors. Variational methods have recently been leveraged to extend TS to posteriors that cannot be computed in closed form or suffer from intractability (Urteaga and Wiggins, 2018) . In order to explicitly model noncompliance, we will leverage tools from both CEF and variational methods
In this work, we explicate the noncompliance setting where the actions that our learned policy suggests may be overridden by another mechanism which executes a different real action that causally induces the reward. In the following sections, we demonstrate how standard TS can fail to achieve low regret in the noncompliance setting. We then derive extensions to TS to handle noncompliance. We first consider the simpler scenario where the noncompliance is observed and the ultimately executed actions are known and can be used to appropriately update the agent's policy. We then move to the more complicated scenario where the the noncompliance is latent and the executed actions must be inferred. With extensive testing, we demonstrate the performance advantages of these novel TS variants. Most notably, our variants outperform traditional TS in the presence of noncompliance and, despite their expanded models, perform similarly to TS in fully compliant environments.
Traditional Bandit Model
The standard CB environmental model appears in figure 1. Throughout, we will use µ to denote the latent reward model parameter that has some prior α. This model reduces to a MAB environment when |X | = 1. There exists environmental causality wherever a directed edge exists. We say "environmental" causality to distinguish from the agent's policy that maps context to action. Shaded nodes represent observable variables, while transparent nodes are latent. Note there are K a ∈ N ++ tiles such that conditioning µ on a t is an indexing operation. The same is true for discrete context (|X | < ∞). When context is continuous, conditioning µ on x t requires a conditional probability. Choosing CEF distributions to model the environment can result in convenient conditional and posterior probabilities. Regret for this model is typically assessed w.r.t. the true reward distribution µ and the agent's chosen control setting a t (equation 1). We will have to reconsider this notion of regret when we introduce noncompliance in §2.
Thompson Sampling
It is informative to recall that TS is fundamentally the application of Bayesian inference in a sequential manner. It maintains a posterior distribution over unknowns such as reward model parameters (and potentially any other latent variables) given all observations that have been collected so far. Initially, with no data, the posterior is merely the prior distribution which is often initialized to have high entropy to encourage exploration. One advantage of TS is the ability to employ priors that encode a priori assumptions about the environment. In fact, some work has shown that the use of non-informative priors for multi-parameter Gaussian bandits can be risky (Honda and Takemura, 2014) . This article only considers non-informative priors for Bernoulli bandits. Even as some data is collected, the posterior continues to reflect the uncertainty in model parameters due to the limited exploration that has been available so far. To collect more data, TS samples the posterior, obtains a proposed model, and then acts greedily w.r.t. the model to maximize reward. As TS collects more data, the observations begin to overwhelm the prior and the posterior converges to a more peaked distribution over model parameters. At that point, the models it samples are less diverse and it has essentially committed to a small subset of models which it uses to act greedily. The posterior's transition from a high entropy prior to a low entropy distribution over parameters is precisely how TS manages its progression from exploration to exploitation. Remarkably, this sequential application of Bayesian inference has strong theoretical and empirical performance. The ingredients for this Bayesian recipe are:
1. A set of a priori observable variables X t 2. A set of controllable variables A t 3. A set of a posteriori observable variables R t that includes the reward signal r t 4. A probabilistic model that defines the set of latent parameter(s) θ we wish to learn 5. A data buffer:
We depart from the traditional (context, action, reward) tuples for the sake of generality. While perhaps notationally cumbersome, our modification to (a priori observations, control settings, a posteriori observations) tuples is a generalization that reduces to MAB and CB and allows us to consider expanded models that capture additional mechanisms such as noncompliance. A MAB scenario occurs when X t is the empty set, A t contains the agent's chosen action, and R t contains the reward signal. A CB occurs identically except that X t is no longer empty and instead contains the context revealed to the agent prior to action selection. TS balances exploration and exploitation by setting controllable variables to A with the probability expressed in equation 2. However, one does not need to compute these probabilities but can rather sample θ from its posterior, p(θ | D), and act greedily with respect to E[r | X, A, θ]. Algorithm 1 details this sampling mechanism.
Algorithm 1 Thompson Sampling Framework Require: Parameters for p(θ) Initialize data buffer D = {∅} for t ∈ {1, . . . , T } do Environment reveals a priori context variables X t Agent samples θ ∼ p(θ | X t , D) (or approx. q(θ)) Agent sets control to maximize expected reward
Env. reveals a posteriori variables and reward R t Data buffer update
Noncompliance
Perhaps there are various notions of noncompliance in bandit systems. This article considers the following rigid definition for a noncompliant environment.
Definition. If at anytime an agent's chosen action within an environment is not unequivocally the implemented action, then the environment is noncompliant.
Modeling Noncompliance
We seek a model that is adaptable to both compliant and noncompliant environments. Following the TS Bayesian recipe, we place the agent's proposed action z t ∈ A t (control variables). Departing from the MAB and CB, we place a tuple of the environment's implemented action and reward signal (a t , r t ) ∈ R t (the a posteriori variable set). Naturally, we place x t ∈ X t for CB, whereas X t = {∅} for MAB. Because proposed actions z t and implemented actions a t are discrete, we use a Categorical distribution to model noncompliance with parameters π, upon which we place a conjugate Dirichlet prior with parameters β.
In figure 2 , we show the corresponding graphical model for a CB with observed noncompliance (implemented actions are observable). This model supports a different number of proposed actions K z than implemented actions K a . However, we generally consider the case when K z = K a = K. We additionally assume that context may have a causal influence on noncompliance. Once again, imagine the probability a patient complies with a prescribed therapy as potentially being a function of context. Continuing with the example, the observability of a t corresponds to all patients honestly reporting their implemented actions. This model reduces to the standard CB when K z = K a and (π|x t , z t ) = e zt , where e zt is a basis vector containing all zeros except a single 1 in the z th t position. In our noncompliance model, implemented actions are no longer under the agent's direct control. Thus, we feel obliged to recompile our notion of regret to be w.r.t. that which the agent has control over. To do so, we condition the expected reward on context x, proposed action z, and the model parameters.
Evaluating equation 3 with the environments true parameters, µ and π, we compute cumulative regret as:
2.2 Related Work Bareinboim et al. (2015) consider unobserved confounding environmental context variables that both determine the optimal arm and a player's proclivity for selecting certain actions. While different from our notion of compliance, they do examine interference on the action space. They depart from traditional notions of regret by defining the optimal action as the one that maximizes the expected reward conditioned on the unobservable context using counter-factual reasoning. Another article (Penna et al., 2016) claims that Bareinboim et al. (2015) 's use of the do(·) operator is not always realizable in real-world bandit applications. Penna et al. (2016) consider a similar notion of observed noncompliance as presented herein. They introduce three reward protocols: chosen, actual, and comply. Chosen assigns rewards to the agent's proposed action, which they claim obeys existing bounds. Actual assigns rewards to the environment's implemented action, which they claim can outperform actual and comply but also fail entirely. Comply assigns rewards only when proposed and implemented actions are the same, which they too claim can outperform the other two protocols but is unbounded. They construct and validate a hierarchical bandit where a master bandit optimizes over three subsidiary bandits that each employ a different one of their reward protocols. Additionally, they construct and validate a TS variant that leverages this hierarchical bandit.
Kallus (2018) argues that different notions of regret must be considered in the presence of noncompliance. Their definition of Intent to Treat (ITT) is analagous to Penna et al. (2016)'s chosen reward protocol. They argue ITT regret ignores the causal effect of treatments whereas Compliers regret (over the examples where proposed and implemented actions agree) more effectively captures this causality. They construct and validate UCB and two-stage-least-squares based bandit algorithms.
Comparing these works to ours, there are clear similarities and differences. Our regret (equation 4) is identical to Kallus (2018) 's ITT regret. Penna et al. (2016) and Kallus (2018) consider modified notions of regret from which they construct new algorithms. Instead, we take a model-first approach. In §2.1, we defined a probabilistic graphical model that captures the confounder (noncompliance) we seek to disambiguate. From here, we simply follow the Bayesian recipe ( §1.2), which leads to the natural TS solutions we present in §3. Unlike these other works, our model-first approach allows us to consider unobserved noncompliance, which to the best of our knowledge has not been done, by treating the latent implemented actions a t variationally and using posterior approximations.
Noncompliance Regret Bounds
In this section, we consider the effect ignoring noncompliance has on existing TS regret bounds. Agrawal and Goyal (2013b) formulated problem-dependent TS regret bounds for Bernoulli bandits (equation 5). Without loss of generality, they assume that the reward parameters are ordered µ ∈ {(0, 1)
In this article we consider the impact noncompliance has on f (µ 1 , µ i ).
Note, we define:
is monotonic over its domain in that:
We prove lemma 1 in §7.1 of our appendix. Intuitively, this lemma captures the upward trend of f as µ 1 and µ i move towards one another, which is precisely the concern when ignoring noncompliance.
Consider a K-armed Bernoulli bandit in a noncompliant environment. With absent context, collapsing figure 2's tiles allows us to represent the MAB model parameters as vectors and matrices:
We then can express the vector of expected rewards (equation 3) for a Bernoulli MAB as:
For a 2-armed bandit with any reward parameter µ ∈ {R 2 : 0 ≺ µ ≺ 1} and any compliance parameter Π ∈ { 2×2 : Π · 1 = 1, Π ij ≥ 0}, Thompson sampling's expected regret bound (equation 5) obeys
Proof Let µ = Π · µ. Without loss of generality, assume µ 1 > µ 2 and µ 1 > µ 2 . The latter simply allows a permutation after computing µ . Because µ 1 and µ 2 are both convex combinations of µ 1 and µ 2 , max µ ≤ max µ and min µ ≥ min µ. Because noncompliance shifts the reward model (as observed by traditional TS that ignores noncompliance) from µ → µ , we can apply lemma 1 to say f (µ 1 , µ 2 ) ≤ f (µ 1 , µ 2 ). Finally and as a result of our K = 2 assumption, there are no other f terms appearing in equation 5. Thus, it must be
One might argue that 2-armed bandits are not practically useful. To the contrary, consider a medical trial with action space {placebo, new drug}. Patients who were prescribed the new therapy and failed to comply can greatly confound the drug's causal effect. In this scenario, traditional TS could incur significantly more regret than an algorithm that specifically considers patient compliance.
Define the change in TS regret bounds due to ignored noncompliance as:
For that same µ there simultaneously exists a low-rank permutation matrix that results in µ = [max µ, max µ, . . . , max µ]
Algorithms for Noncompliance
This section presents four TS algorithms for Bernoulli MAB. These algorithms all follow the general TS framework defined in algorithm 1. What makes these algorithms unique from one another are their underlying modeling assumptions and posterior update procedures. Concretely, the environment is specified as:
Clearly, the joint likelihood factorizes according to
Thompson Sampling
Standard TS ignores noncompliance by treating the proposed action z t as the implemented action a t . The corresponding likelihood, p(r, µ|z) = p(r|µ, z)p(µ|z), does not accurately reflect the environment's true model. This model places z t ∈ A t and r t ∈ R t . Because the reward model and its prior are conjugate, its posterior update in algorithm 1 would be:
Compliance Checking
TS with compliance checking (TS-Check) simply implements Penna et al. (2016)'s comply reward protocol. This model places z t ∈ A t and (a t , r t ) ∈ R t , but employs the same under-specified model as TS. Rather than using compliance information probabilistically, this model uses compliance heuristically in that the posterior update only considers samples where proposed and implemented actions agree. Concretely, its posterior update in algorithm 1 would be:
Observed Compliance
TS with observed compliance (TS-Obs) places z t ∈ A t and (a t , r t ) ∈ R t and employs the expanded probabilistic model (equation 7). The posterior factorizes p(µ, π|a, z, D) = p(µ|a, D)p(π|z, D) such that its update in algorithm 1 would be:
Latent Compliance
TS with latent compliance (TS-Lat) is a more challenging scenario where the algorithm must infer which actions were implemented across all time steps. This model corresponds to figure 2 except that the a t node would be transparent (see figure 5 of the appendix). This model places z t ∈ A t and r t ∈ R t . With latent a 1 , . . . , a T , we again follow the Bayesian procedure of maintaining distributions over all latent variables. The posterior for this model, p(a, µ, π|z, D), has no closed-form solution due to the impact latent a 1 , . . . , a T have on the probability model. Without an available closed-form posterior, we must employ variational Bayesian methods. We chose Variational Inference (Jordan et al., 1999; Wainwright and Jordan, 2008) , which employs the following mean-field posterior approximation
where the distributions being multiplied are q(a i ) = Categorical(φ i (1), . . . , φ i (K)), q(µ j ) = Beta(α 1,j , α 0,j ) and q(π k ) = Dirichlet(β k,1 , . . . , β k,K ). Please refer to §7.2 of the appendix for a full derivation of these q distributions and their updates. In this latent noncompliance setting, the posterior update in algorithm 1 becomes a full run of the Variational Inference algorithm that we present in algorithm 2 of the appendix. Note that the TS framework, as applied to our noncompliance model, only requires samples of µ and π in order greedily propose an action. As such, TS-Lat's posterior sampling becomes:
It is important to consider the implications of this variational approach. While the underlying model is correct, which is important as demonstrated by our simulations in §4, there exists an identifiability problem. Consider the reward parameter vector µ ∈ {R K : 0 µ 1} as that which is observable by traditional TS. We showed that our noncompliance model factorizes µ = Π · µ. In the observed setting, these factors' updates are intuitively disjoint-(a t , z t ) tuples determine updates for Π and (r t , a t ) tuples determine updates for µ-such that our estimates will converge to the underlying environment's true parameters. In the latent setting, however, these updates are no longer disjoint. Essentially, this latent treatment overparameterizes the observable reward parameter vector into a matrix-vector product. Consequently, there are no guarantees that we will converge to the environment's true parameters. In other words, there exists multiple local optima. Overparameterization in linear and neural networks is an active research area that examines overparameterization's effect on the optimization process, specifically the speed of convergence (Liao and Couillet, 2018; Arora et al., 2018; Du and Lee, 2018) . When developing TS-Lat, we noticed it was prone to long tail failures (high regret). To ameliorate this failure mode, we introduced a soft-start mechanism that works for MAB and CB with discrete contex. For each context realization, we prohibit variational posterior updates until M samples have been collected. This modification amounts to uniform exploration for the first M samples of a context realization. Setting M = 0 deactivates this mechanism. When referring to a specific instance of this algorithm, we will use TS-Lat-M to denote the instance's soft-start parameter.
Simulations
In this section, we subject the algorithms described in §3 to a battery of simulations in various noncompliant Bernoulli reward environments. In all simulations, we employ non-informative and, as is the case for our Bernoulli noncompliant bandit model, uniform (over the support) priors. Concretely, α = β = 1.
Regret Bound Analysis
This simulation seeks to empirically confirm theorem 1 and examine how TS-Check and TS-Obs perform relative to TS in a 2-armed Benroulli bandit environment with varying levels of observable noncompliance. Specifically, we consider the following nomcompliant MAB environment:
In this simulation, we swept p from 0 → 1 in increments of 0.05. For each value of p, we ran TS, TS-Obs, and TS-Check 100 times each with a T = 1e4 time horizon. We present the mean regret in figure 3 with one standard deviation error bars. Regret at p = 0.5 is zero, as all arms are optimal. We do not plot results for TS-Check for p > 0.5. In this regime, TS-Check incurs substantially larger regret than the other algorithms as its updates are severely suppressed. For some intuition, consider that at p = 1 TS-Check's posterior will always be the prior. At this extreme, TS-Check chooses arms uniformally at random and therefore incurs linear regret. Per theorem 1, we expect and see that TS obeys limit
Additionally, we see an increase in regret variance as noncompliance obfuscates, from the perspective of TS, the causal reward parameters. TS-Check clearly matches or outperforms TS in the p ∈ [0, 0.5) regime and interestingly trends downward as p → 0.5. We therefore propose TS-Check as a suitable solution for noncompliant MAB environments so long as the expected outcome induced by Π is compliance (i.e. E[a|z, π] = z). TS-Obs matches or outperforms TS in both mean and variance across the entire noncompliance spectrum, making it a suitable solution regardless of any compliance assumptions. In the case of full compliance (p = 0), TS-Obs does not seem to incur any significant regret penalty despite its expanded model. From an empirical perspective, TS-Obs's factorized model (separate compliance and reward parameters) obeys an expected regret mechanism seemingly different from Agrawal and Goyal (2013b)'s problem dependent expected regret bounds. Interestingly, TS-Obs's expected regret bound (if one exists) does not empirically appear monotonic in p ∈ [0, 0.5) and p ∈ (0.5, 1]. We consider it an open problem to formulate similarly rigorous bounds for our TS-Obs algorithm. 
Contextual Bandit Simulations
This section's simulations look to empirically measure the performance of our latent noncompliance solution, TS-Lat, against traditional TS, which assumes perfect compliance, as well as TS-Check and TS-Obs that utilize observed compliance outcomes. The secondary focus is to introduce discrete context (|X | = 2) where the probability of observing each context is p(x = 0) = p(x = 1) = 0.5. In the case of discrete context, the CB is simply comprised of |X | MAB instances. We consider the four different noncompliance model parameters outlined in table 1. For each environment, we fixed the reward model parameters to: We present empirical regret (equation 4) measures of these simulations in table 2. With horizontal lines, we separate the models according to their assumptions: assumed compliance (TS), observed compliance (TS-Check & TS-Obs), and latent compliance (TS-Lat-0 & TS-Lat-40). For the latter two categories we bold top performances. We see that TS, TS-Check, and TS-Obs all behave similarily to §4.1's results. In the case of deterministic compliance (environments 1 & 2), TS-Lat-0 outperforms TS. Here also, TS-Lat-40's incurred regret offset (from uniform exploration) places it behind TS. In the case of stochastic compliance (environments 3 & 4), TS-Lat-0 outperforms TS in the median, but not the mean due to to its long-tail failures. Here also, TS-Lat-40's soft-start mechanics allow it to outperform TS across the board by seemingly reducing performance variance and its corresponding long-tail failures.
Our theory regarding TS-Lat-0's long-tail failures in environments 3 & 4, is that Variational Inference minimizes D KL (q || p). This direction for KL-Divergence is notoriously mode-seeking. For regions on the Table 2 : Results for Noncompliant CB Environments support where q densities are low, there is a suppressed weighting of the corresponding divergence term log q p . Consequently, the posterior approximation q can seriously underestimate the entropy and miss modes of p. This underestimation can occur when the first samples of (r t , a t , z t ) go against their expectations. In this scenario, the q approximation may incorrectly underestimate the true variance, which consequently prohibits future exploration and prematurely commits the bandit to a sub-optimal arm. Conversely, if enough early samples go with their expectations, then TS-Lat can advantageously commit to the optimal arm earlier than the other algorithms as evidenced in environments 1 & 2.
Experiments
The International Stroke Trial (IST) (Sandercock et al., 2011) was a randomized clinical trial that studied the effects of Aspirin and Heparin on stroke victims. The study's action space is A × H where A = {no aspirin, aspirin} H = {no heparin, lo dose heparin, hi dose heparin}. Amazingly, the IST data has compliance outcomes for all 19,435 admitted patients. For each patient, the trial recorded short-term survival (STS-discharged alive in 14 days), long-term survival (LTS-alive in 6 months), and long-term recovery (LTR-fully recovered at 6 months) outcomes. We consider each of these as a Bernoulli reward variable. To conduct our analysis, we empirically computed the compliance and reward parameters across all subjects: .178, .181, .201, .208, .206] T For TS, TS-Check, and TS-Obs, we used these environmental parameters to simulate a 20,000 patient trial 500 times according to the noncompliance Bernoulli bandit model in §3. We present the number of "excess successes" for each reward class in figure 4. An "excess success" is the expected number of additional successes (the difference in final cumulative regret) over a uniform exploration policy, which is often employed in clinical trials. For STS and LTS, an "excess success" is quite literally a human life. For LTR, an "excess success" is a full recovery.
With high levels of compliance, we do not expect TS-Check and TS-Obs to significantly outperform TS. From our simulations, TS, TS-Check, and TS-Obs all exhibit significant life saving potential over the trial's uniform exploration policy. However, in a scenario where human lives are on the line, we must look to the absolute top performer, which in all three cases appears to be TS-Obs. 
Future Work and Conclusion
Theorem 2 identifies the existence of helpful and harmful noncompliance in (K > 2)-armed bandits. Assuming access to p(π|a), one should be able to bound the probabilities of observing harmful versus helpful compliance. Assuming a uniform p(π|a), we conjecture that harmful noncompliance is highly more probable. We also consider it an open problem to derive problem-dependent expected regret bounds for out TS-Obs algorithm to the rigor of Agrawal and Goyal (2013b) .
In this article, we consider noncompliance in bandit problems. We present a probabilistic model that captures the stochastic mapping of an agent's chose action to implemented action. We outline several realworld scenarios where stochastic noncompliance can occur. Further, we proved that for 2-armed Bernoulli bandits existing expected regret bounds (Agrawal and Goyal, 2013b ) are a lower bound for expected regret in the presence of noncompliance. In contrast to previous works, we take a model-first approach in devising suitable algorithms for the noncompliant bandit. Following Bayesian principles, our model leads naturally to Thompson sampling solutions for both the observed and latent noncompliance scenarios. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider and present solutions for the latent noncompliance problem. Finally, we empirically validate our proposed solutions through extensive simulations. W. R. Thompson. On the likelihood that one unknown probability exceeds another in view of the evidence of two samples. 
Appendix
Theorem 3 (An upper bound for KL-Divergence (S. S. Dragomir, 2000)). Let p(x), q(x) > 0, x ∈ X be two probability mass functions. Then
Proof of Lemma 1
To prove
we first derive an equivalent condition:
Beginning with theorem 3, we prove the the last of the above equivalent conditions:
Latent Noncompliance Posterior Derivation
The graphical model for an environment with latent noncompliance appears in figure 5. In §3, we consider a Bernoulli MAB such that we can disregard the a priori context variable x t . We first compute the joint likelihood and log joint likelihood that we will need for Variational Inference:
Through Variational Inference, we seek to approximate the posterior as follows:
Since our model and prior distributions are from the Conjugate-Exponential family, we know at the onset:
Additionally, we know that the variational parameters for these distributions can be found by normalizing the exponential expectation of the log joint probability. If y is the variable for which we seek variational parameter updates, then we take the expectation with respect to all variational distributions except the one for y as shown:
Using this strategy, we derive parameter updates for q(µ j ) and therefore all µ j :
We now do the same for q(π k ), which again results in solutions for all π k :
Finally, we derive the parameters for q(a i = j) and therefore all possible implemented actions across time:
To assess convergence, we wish to derive the variational objective, the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO), as a function of our variational parameters:
We now compute the seven expectations appearing in the ELBO. We note the last three are entropies. First expectation:
Second expectation: (1 − r i )φ i (j)
Update q(π) variational parameters k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, l ∈ {1, . . . , K}:
Update q(a) variational parameters ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, j ∈ {1, . . . , K}:
φi(j) = exp ri ψ(α 1,j ) − ψ(α 1,j + α 0,j ) + (1 − ri) ψ(α 0,j ) − ψ(α 1,j + α 0,j ) + ψ(
Compute: L t (φ, α , β ) if L t (φ, α , β ) − L t−1 (φ, α , β ) < then converged = true end if L t−1 (φ, α , β ) = L t (φ, α , β ) end while return (α , β )
